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THE OFFICE OF RECREATION AND PARK RESOURCES
The establishment of the Office of Recreation and Park
Resources is a concerted effort on the part of the University of Illi-
nois to provide the best possible service in parks and recreation to
the citizens of Illinois. This unit places the State of Illinois in
the forefront in providing public service and continuing education in
the essential field of leisure services.
The Office of Recreation and Park Resources is the principal
link between the University's Cooperative Extension Service and
Department of Leisure Studies, and the public in the field of leisure
services. In 1969, the field service of the Department of Recreation
and Park Administration (now the Department of Leisure Studies) in the
College of Physical Education (now the College of Applied Life
Studies) merged with the Rural Recreation Section of the Cooperative
Extension Service in the College of Agriculture. The merged unit is
called the Office of Recreation and Park Resources (see organization
chart)
.
Purposes of the Office of Recreation and Park Resources
The primary purposes of the Office of Recreation and Park
Resources are:
- To generate new and improved methods of leisure service deliv-
ery through applied research efforts and demonstration pro-
jects.
- To enhance professional development through in-service and
preservice educational programs and related materials develop-
ment.

To develop and disseminate information resources.
To provide consultant services and technical assistance.
To contribute to the development and strengthening of the
leisure service professions.
To establish and enhance cooperative liaison communication
networks within the University, state, and nation.
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ORPR Resource Sections
The Office of Recreation and Park Resources operates through
four recreation resource sections: Outdoor, Community, Therapeutic
and Educational
.
The Outdoor Recreation Specialist Section
,
through consulta-
tion and research projects, deals primarily in planning, organization,
and administration of county and regional park systems such as conser-
vation districts, forest preserve districts, and river conservancy
Districts. This section also secures, prepares, and disseminates edu-
cational materials as they relate to outdoor recreation resources. It
also concerns itself with cooperation among the various state and fed-
eral agencies involved in outdoor recreation. These agencies include
the National Park Service of the U.S. Department of Interior, U.S.
Department of Agriculture, and state agencies such as the Illinois
Department of Conservation and the Department of Commerce and Commu-
nity Affairs.
The Community Recreation Resources Section is responsible
for consultation and research dealing with recreation and park prob-
lems affecting rural, urban, and suburban communities. This section
attempts to enhance community decision-making processes in the plan-
ning, organizing, and improving of comprehensive leisure service sys-
tems. Personnel of this section consult directly with recreation and
park professionals, other government officials, citizen committees,
civic organizations, and private leisure service organizations.

The Therapeutic Recreation Resources Section engages in mul-
tifaceted services to improve the delivery of leisure services to han-
dicapped, ill. and aging populations in residential, treatment and
community settings. This includes development and dissemination of
materials, consultation regarding all aspects of program design,
implementation and evaluation of programs, professional development
training materials and workshops, research related to programming
intervention, and delivery strategies in therapeutic recreation.
The Educational Resources Section marks the end of an era
for the educational resource section of ORPR. In 1987, Dr. George A.
Lowrey stepped down as head of this section after more than 20 years
of service to the UIUC's Department of Leisure Studies and ORPR at
Dr. Lowrey passed away in October 1987, just five short months after
his retirement. He will be missed not only missed by his friends and
loved ones but also by the multiple constituencies he served.
Dr. Lowrey truly fulfilled the position of Educational
Resource Specialist. He was concerned with providing education pro-
grams and materials to professional and lay citizens in all types of
leisure service settings. He conducted canoe trips through the wild-
erness of Canada and led dance workshops across the United States and
Europe. Dr. Lowrey established the International Student Exchange
program for Leisure Studies students and assisted local park and rec-
reation agencies in such areas as: 1) structure and organization; 2)
attitude and interest surveys; 3) statistical analysis of applied
research, and; 4) program design and delivery. He was especially

recognized for his research in the areas of job analysis, personnel
selection, and training and development for leisure service agencies.
Dr. Lowrey's problem-solving ability and his leadership in
the development and dissemination of educational material will be
sorely missed by UIUC and by the leisure service profession. So, too,
his warm smile and kindness for all people.
Cooperative Relationships
The Office of Recreation and Park Resources facilitates many
cooperative relationships both with the university and with other
institutions. For example, contact with County Extension Advisers,
provides a major source of assistance to the office. At present,
there are over 350 advisers assigned throughout the state. Their
knowledge of local conditions and their influence in the community is
invaluable to the ORPR staff. The office also strives to maintain a
strong relationship with the Illinois Association of Park Districts
and the Illinois Park and Recreation Association. Other cooperative
relationships include those with the Illinois Department of Commerce
and Community Affairs, Illinois Department of Personnel, Illinois
State Comptroller's Office, Illinois Department of Public Health,
Illinois State Department of Corrections, Illinois Department of Con-
servation, and the Illinois Municipal League.

ORPR Clients
There are several principal client groups with which ORPR
works on a daily basis to provide services designed to assist in meet-
ing various forms of leisure service demands. Some of these principal
client groups are:
* Cooperative extension service personnel
* Public parks and recreation professionals
* Private leisure enterprise personnel
* Related human services personnel
* Private and commercial recreation agencies
* Volunteers, lay leaders, citizen groups
* Faculty and staff of educational institutions
* Individuals of all ages and families who seek to improve the
richness of personal life through the wise use of leisure.
* Students who are preparing for careers in the leisure service
profession, whether in the public or private sector.

Annual Report Summary
The following Annual Report covers the period from September
1, 1986, through August 31, 1987. The staff of the Office of Recre-
ation and Park Resources annually participates in identifying and
establishing goals and objectives for the coming year. This year,
staff planning culminated in the establishment of the following goals:
1) To expand service in the area of community/business develop-
ment, especially for rural communities.
2) To develop and disseminate resource information and technical
reports.
3) To conduct applied research to will assist the field of leis-
ure service.
4) To conduct in-service and continuing education programs both
for lay citizens and professional personnel.
These goals were addressed extensively by the ORPR Staff
during 1986-87. The following highlights some of the accomplishments
of the ORPR Staff under each goal area.
1) Community/business development
Bed and Breakfast Workshops, spearheaded by the recre-
ation resource specialist, have lead to the establishment of
a state association, passage of the Bed and Breakfast Act by
the Illinois legislature and a new monograph published by the
North Central Region of Cooperative Extension Service (CES).
The community recreation specialist chaired the CES Task
Force on Leadership Development and co-chaired the Family
Community Leadership Program. Both led to development of
educational materials and programs in the area of community
development.
The Resource Specialist and the Community Recreation
Specialists served on the newly created CES Community/
Business Development Task Force and assumed a major role in
planning the first state-wide institute on this topic.
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2) Resource Information and Technical Reports
ORPR faculty published two books and thirteen journal
and professional articles during 1986-87.
The faculty conducted more than 20 radio programs and
TeleNet workshops.
Technical assistance was provided to more than 40 Illi-
nois communities and organizations in such areas as estab-
lishment and funding of local public park and recreation
agencies, park planning and development, management of leis-
ure service organizations, and therapeutic recreation pro-
gramming.
Four Technical reports were published, including:
Espeseth, Robert D. (1987). Parks, Forests, Conserva-
tion Areas and Historic Sites: The Natural
Resources of 111 inois.
McKinney, W. R. and Lowrey, G. A. (1987). Staff Train-
ing and Development for Park, Recreation and Leisure
Service Organizations
McKinney, W. R., Petryshen, P. and Collins, J. R.
(1987). Westmont Park District's Attitude and
Interest Survey
Brademas, D. J. (1987). Public Leisure Service Deliv-
ery Systems in Greece
3) Applied Research
Staff completed development and field testing of a
methodology for conducting compensation studies and revising
compensation programs in leisure service agencies. Results
may be used to insure equitable compensation to all employees
and judicious use of agency resources. Eighteen Illinois
park districts are presently using the methodology to revise
their compensation programs.
Staff conducted a national survey of personnel struc-
ture and functions in the largest park and recreation
agencies throughout the U.S. Results will be used to modify
the personnel structure of the Chicago Park District.
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Four research projects approved and administered
through Illinois-Indiana Sea Grant Program, Robert Espeseth
(Program Coordinator). Results of research will lead to the
improvement of the environment in and adjacent to Lake Michi-
gan along the Illinois coast.
A playground safety research project presently is
under way, which will lead to the development of instruc-
tional programs and a technical manual.
Staff is investigating the current status of fees and
charges in leisure service agencies across the Great Lakes
region. Results will assist agencies in evaluating and
improving their fees and charges program.
Insurance coverage, risk management, and liability
related to the provision of leisure services is an additional
area under study. A survey to determine the impact of recent
changes in insurance costs and coverage is underway.
Volume 6 of Research into Action was published during
1986-87. The volume is a continuation of a series that
bridges the gap between research and application.
The development and validation of a Leisure Barriers
Assessment instrument is in progress and will result in a
manual published by ORPR.
4) In-service and Continuing Education
More than 20 in-service training programs were pre-
sented by ORPR faculty to professionals and educators in the
field of leisure services.
More than 20 workshops and seminars were presented to
county extension agents, and lay board and citizen groups.
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OFFICE OF THE CHIEF
William R. McKinney, Ph.D.
I . General Introduction
The primary duties of the Chief are to facilitate the day-to-day oper-
ations and the long-range plans of ORPR. During the past year, ORPR has
expanded both its boundaries of service and its contractual relationships
with leisure service organizations. Areas such as community development
and assistance to small business have become a part of ORPR service deliv-
ery. Additionally, ORPR has entered into its largest-ever applied
research contract and has expanded greatly the number of completed applied
research and demonstration projects it completed for community and thera-
peutic recreation settings. The ORPR faculty continues to play an
influential role in professional leadership of the state and national park
and recreation professional and they are frequently called upon for work-
shop and keynote presentations.
II . Service
A. Applied Research and Demonstration Projects
1. Champaign Park District Employee Compensation Study, 1986
In Summer 1986, the Office of Recreation and Park Resources
was approached by the Champaign Park District to conduct a compen-
sation study and to develop an employee compensation program that
would be equitable to all employees and make judicious use of the
District's resources. The need for this study was precipitated by
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Champaign Park District's desire for fairness in its employee
compensation program while simultaneously remaining fiscally con-
servative in the expenditure of operational dollars. Dr. McKinney
and a team of three graduate students entered into a $3,600 con-
tract with the Champaign Park District on behalf of the University
of Illinois. This investigation was undertaken not only to pro-
vide timely and important operational information to the Champaign
Park District, but also to develop and demonstrate a procedure for
establishing compensation equity that could be used by all
leisure-ervice agencies. The two reports completed as a result of
this investigation have been adopted formally by the Champaign
Park District; new salary schedules, based on these reports, also
have been adopted by the board. The model procedure developed as
a result of this study has been published in a research journal
and also presented at a national conference. Eighteen additional
Illinois park districts now are engaged in a salary study using
the procedures developed as a result of this investigation.
2. Chicago Park District Personnel Study, 1987
In 1987, the Office of Recreation and Park Resources was
awarded a $171,000 contract by the Chicago Park District. Dr.
McKinney serves as the project director and principal investigator
for this applied investigation dealing with personnel operations.
A portion of the contract requires a survey of the largest public
park and recreation agencies in the United States. The purpose of
the survey is to analyze what personnel functions are performed by
large park and recreation organizations and how these functions
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are structured. Results of this investigation will be used to
redesign the organizational structure and job descriptions of the
Chicago Park District personnel department.
This investigation also involves an analysis of the 406 dif-
ferent full-time job titles and responsibilities of park district
employees. The purpose of this study is to reduce and standardize
the job titles of the Chicago Park District. Through job-title
standardization, the Chicago Park District will attain the ability
to advertise and recruit nationally. The reduction in job titles
is being completed to eliminate many politically established
and/or unnecessary positions within the district.
B. Consultation and Technical Assistance
1. National Recreation and Park Association - "Request for Proposal
for the Development of Certification Examinations," 1987.
In March 1987, Dr. McKinney was requested by the National
Certification Board to prepare a "Request for Proposal for the
National Recreation and Park Association Certification Testing
Program" (RFP). Between April and July 1987, Dr. McKinney pre-
pared the RFP and submitted it for review. The RFP was formally
adopted by the National Certification Board during the National
Recreation and Park Association Annual Congress (September 1987).
The RFP not only serves as a guide to test development companies,
submitting a proposal, but also details the technical activities
and deliverables required for the development and administration
of the national certification examinations.
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2. Attitude Interest Surveys - 1986-1987
Two attitude interest surveys were completed for Illinois park
districts during 1986-87. ORPR assumed responsibility for ques-
tionnaire development, coding, data entry and analysis, and prepa-
ration of the final reports. Westmont Park District and Dundee
Township Park District have defined their recreational programs
and capital development programs based largely on the results of
the two surveys. A combined contract exceeding $3,000.00 funded
these two technical assistance projects.
C. Professional Organizations
National Recreation and Park Association
Member - National Certification Board Test Development
Committee.
Society of Park and Recreation Educators
Member - Board of Directors
Chairperson - Budget Committee
Member - Publications Committee
Illinois Park and Recreation Association
Member - Board of Directors - Administration and
Finance Section
Chairperson - Professional Development Committee
Chairperson - Research Committee
American Academy for Park and Recreation Administration
D. University Committees
None
E. College Committees
Member - Equal Employment Opportunity Committee
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F. Department Committees
Member - Awards Committee
Member - Search Committee for Assistant Professor
Member - Graduate Program Review Committee
Member - Undergraduate Curriculum Review Committee
Member - Undergraduate Committee
Member - Grievance Committee
Chairperson - Program Management Committee
Teaching
A. Continuing Education
Job analysis and the development of personnel selection examination,
Chicago Park District, Chicago, IL. 1985-Present.
ORPR has entered into a contractual agreement with the Chicago
Park District to provide an employee training program so that each of
the district's personnel department might have a contemporary under-
standing of valid personnel selection procedures. Twelve of the dis-
trict's personnel staff have been taught: 1) the laws relating to per-
sonnel selection; 2) the court's interpretation of the selection leg-
islation, 3) a procedure for the development of model job descriptions
and a model for the creation of civil service examinations. The Dis-
trict personnel staff also has constructed and administered two writ-
ten and skills selection examinations and has reduced otherwise quali-
fied applicants from 516 (first position) and 646 (second position) to
the top 28 and 33 candidates for the positions.
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Conference Presentations
McKinney, W. R. "Salaries: Can We Afford Not to Pay New Profession-
als?" Illinois Park and Recreation Association Annual Congress,
Peoria, Illinois, 1986.
McKinney, W. R. "The Leisure Profession: Challenge and Opportuni-
ties," Annual Awards Banquet, Eastern Illinois University, Char-
leston, Illinois, 1987.
B. Conferences, Workshops Attended
CES Small Business Development, North Central Regional Cooperative
Extension Service, Kansas City, MO, October 1-2, 1986.
National Recreation and Park Association National Congress, Anaheim,
CA, October 16-21, 1986.
Illinois Park and Recreation Association and Illinois Association of
Park District Annual Conference, Peoria, IL, November 20-22, 1986.
North Central Regional Meeting of Recreation Specialists, Madison, WI,
January 15-17, 1987.
CES Business and Community Development Workshop, Kansas City, MO,
February 23, 1987.
C. On-Campus Teaching
Fall 1986
Leisure Studies 310 - Leisure Service Administration
(3 hours or 1 unit) 32 Students
Leisure Studies 332 - Program Planning and Evaluation
(3 hours or 1 unit) 36 Students,
Spring 1987
Leisure Studies 310 - Leisure Service Administration
(3 hours or 1 unit) 44 Students,
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D. Guest Lectures
Leisure Studies 401 - Foundations of Leisure: "Leisure Theory as
Applied to the Management of Leisure Services" (Fail 1986).
Leisure Studies 402 - Administration of Leisure Services:
"Contemporary Issues in Public Leisure-Service Administration"
(Fall 1986).
Leisure Studies 412 - Personnel Administration for the Delivery of
Leisure Services. "Staff Training and Development for Leisure
Service Organizations" (Spring 1987).
Projects Supervised
1. Doctoral Dissertations Supervised
"The Future of Campus Recreation: Changing Structure and Func-
tions," Matt Wever, Department of Leisure Studies (in prog-
ress) .
"Management Information and Control Systems in Leisure Services,"
Tsu-Hong Yen, Department of Leisure Studies (in progress).
2. Masters' Theses Supervised
"An Investigation of the Development of Unions in Leisure Service
Agencies in Illinois," Anne M. Rabley, Department of Leisure
Studies, 1987.
"The Leadership Difference: A Transformational Service Delivery
Model," Lynn Marie Cialoni Wheeler, Department of Leisure
Studies, 1987.
"The Effects of Leadership Styles and Values on Performance
Appraisal," Jane E. Garner, Department of Leisure Studies (in
progress)
.
"Cost Accounting in Non-Profit Leisure Service Agencies," Douglas
A. Dillow, Department of Leisure Studies (in progress).
"The Effects of Two Different Policy Structures on the Administra-
tion of Campus Recreation Programs," Judy Haig, Department of
Leisure Studies (in progress).
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IV. Research
A. Books
McKinney, W. R. and Russell, R. V. (Eds.). (1987). SPRE Annual on
Education . Arlington, VA: National Recreation and Park Associa-
tion.
Through the SPRE Annual on Education , the Society of Park and
Recreation Education encourage scholarly thinking and inquiry related
to undergraduate and graduate education. This book is the second
volume of the yearly publication and deals with such topics as course
content, curriculum planning and evaluation, student competency, and
other similar topics. Among the authors are Peter Witt, Tom Goodale,
Douglas Kleiber, Christopher Edginton, and Gaylene Carpenter.
B. Book Chapters
McKinney, W. R. (1987). "Legal and social aspects of public personnel
selection." In J. J. Bannon (Ed.), Current Issues in Leisure
Services (pp. 45-53). Washington, DC: International City
Managers' Association.
All park and recreation agencies are concerned about the people
they employ as well as the people they serve, and have both a moral
and legal obligation to use fair employee selection practices. To
function otherwise places the agency outside the law and engenders the
risks of investigation or litigation by federal and state organiza-
tions. In addition, unfair selection practices frequently foster
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resentment, anger, and frustration in the work force and do nothing to
promote the image of the park and recreation agency among its consti-
tuents. However, what constitutes fair and equitable personnel selec-
tion is a source of increasing debate. This chapter is presented to:
1) describe the legislative and social issues surrounding personnel
selection; 2) present a field experiment demonstrating options in the
selection decision; and 3) discuss the empirical questions and legis-
lative requirements now confronting public park and recreation manag-
ers regarding personnel selection.
C. Refereed Journal Articles
McKinney, W. R. (1987). "Public personnel selection: Issues and
choice points." Journal of Public Personnel Management
,
16
,
243-257.
This study was undertaken to explore the role of a written selec-
tion examination in defining the composition of the workforce while
complying with the legislative mandates for validity in the selection
decision. Results of the investigation suggest that, in the public
domain, two general choices exist with regard to personnel selection:
1) an organization may select job applicants on the basis of raw test
scores from the top down; or, 2) it may group the applicants based on
race, and then standardize the scores before selection from the top
down. Each agency should consider the legal and social implications
of the two approaches. The decision taken will reflect each agency's
desire for technical expertise, social representation, or both within
its workforce, and for compliance with the law.
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McKinney, W. R. (1987). "Creating external equity in employee compen-
sation." Journal of Park and Recreation Administration
,
5-3
,
27-47.
Developing an employee compensation program that is equitable to
all employees is of increasing importance to all park and recreation
agencies. To help eveluate an existing compensation program, the
paper describes revision methods and the process used for a public
park and recreation agency. Results presented within the study
describe the types of information an agency should seek from its own
compensation program evaluation. The procedure should help park and
recreation agencies make final compensation decisions concerning each
job title, as well as about job families within an organization.
McKinney, W. R. (1987). "Accredited versus non-accredited curricu-
lum: Is there a difference in professional preparation?" SPRE
Annual on Education , 2, 82-89.
Accreditation standards for recreation and park management curri-
cula have been applied for more than 10 years, but no data exist
determining whether accreditation has increased the proficiency of
graduates of these curricula. This article presents a brief review of
the development of the NRPA/AALR accreditation program, and reports
results of a study showing direct correlation between accreditation
and professional-level proficiency of graduates of accredited pro-
grams.
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McKinney, W. R., Espeseth, R., Burger, C, and Durkin, G. (1987).
"Long-Range Park and Recreation Planning: A Case Study."
Journal of Park and Recreation Administration , 5-1 , 23-24.
A long-range plan should be a recurring necessity for any park and
recreation agency. This article describes the evaluation process and
procedures for long-range planning as applied to the Champaign Park
District, Champaign, Illinois, as a representative case study. The
article also illustrates problems encountered in the planning process
and the solutions. No attempt is made to downplay the importance of
the theoretical aspects of planning; however, this investigation
describes a specific plan against which others may be compared and
contrasted. Conclusions drawn in the report examine the impact of the
plan from both subjective and objective criteria, and suggestions for
future long-range planning projects are recommended.
D. Research Papers Presented
McKinney, W. R. (October 1986). " Knowledge of recreation management
among senior students in accredited versus non-accredited pro-
grams." Leisure Research Symposium, National Recreation and Park
Association, Anaheim, CA.
Curriculum accreditation is seen both as a means of stimulating
institutional self-improvement and as a means of ensuring that ade-
quate professional standards are met by those entering the profes-
sional ranks (Council on Accreditation, 1985.) Since one of the major
intentions of the accreditation process is to ensure adequate educa-
tional preparation, this research was undertaken to examine whether
students from accredited undergraduate programs in recreation manage-
ment had greater knowledge than students from programs which are non-
accredited. Results clearly suggest that accreditation in parks and
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recreation management seems to be playing a desirable role by assuring
that future leadership in the area will live up to the professional
standards as set forth by the Council on Accreditation.
F. Monographs
McKinney, W. R. and Lowrey, Jr., G. A. (1987). Staff training and
development for park, recreation and leisure servive organization .
Arlington, VA: National Recreation and Park Association.
Today, park and recreation employees are not expected simply
to maintain an existing level of services, but also to expand and
enhance programs to meet the changing needs of their public. The
provisions of new programs and services is typically synonymous with
employees provides a detailed description of the steps necessary for
establishing an in-house staff training and development program.
Chapters include: assessing staff's many needs, identifying objec-
tives, developing the training program presentation, and evaluating
training program results.
G. Technical Reports
McKinney, W. R. (1987). Request for proposals for the National
Recreation and Park Association certification testing program .
Arlington, VA: National Recreation and Park Association.
This RFP initiates the implementation of a national park and rec-
reation professional certification examination. The National Recre-
ation and Park Association (NRPA) is seeking bidders for the develop-
ment, field testing, and administration of a national testing program.
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The goal of the RFP is to produce a national testing program to
ensure that certified leisure professionals have demonstrated profi-
ciency in the basic theory and subject-matter knowledge needed to
perform competently the job tasks that are essential to the leisure
field.
McKinney, W. R., Petryshen, P., and Collins, J. R. (1987).
Westmont Park District's attitude and interest survey . Champaign,
IL - Office of Recreation and Park Resources.
This report presents the results of a 1987 study of the interests
and attitudes of citizens in Westmont, Illinois, about their local
park district. The purpose of the study was to determine citizens'
satisfaction, perceived needs, levels of use, and interests with
respect to the parks and facilities, policies and procedures, and
recreation services administered by the Westmont Park District (WPD).
Justification for the study came from Park District's need to assure
proper planning and provision of park and recreation services as out-
lined by their goals and objectives.
H. Review Activities
Associate Editor, Journal of Park and Recreation Administration , 1982-
Present.
Review Editor, Abstracts from the Leisure Research Symposium , 1985,
1987.
Co-Editor, SPRE Annual on Education
,
(refereed journal), 1986, 1987.
Review Editor, Journal of Leisure Research, 1987.
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V. Grants or Contracts Awarded
1986 Project director and principal investigator - Salary Survey and
New Employee Compensation Schedule, Champaign Park
District ($3,600).
1987 Project director and principal investigator - Development, Admin-
istration and Analysis of Personnel Selection Examinations and
Restructuring Personnel Department, Chicago Park District
($171,000).
VI . Honors
McKinney, W. R. (1987). Selected as Member of the Hall of Fame. Kansas
Recreation and Park Association.
McKinney, W. R. (1987). Selected as Member. American Academy for Park
and Recreation Administration.
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Robert D. Espeseth, M.S.
RECREATION RESOURCE SPECIALIST
I . General Introduction
The Recreation Resource Specialist (RRS) works each year with a wide
range of clientele from Illinois and the North Central region in both the
public and private sectors of recreation in During the year park dis-
tricts, county conservation districts, and forest preserve districts, as
well as municipal, state, and federal agencies were assisted in the public
sector; campgrounds, marinas, and aquaculture enterprises were assisted in
the private sector. Some of the highlights of the year are noted in the
following narrative.
II . Service
A. Applied Research and Demonstration Projects
B. Consultation and Technical Assistance
1. Playground Safety Inspection and Training Manual
Technical assistance was given on Phase I of this project for the
Park and Natural Resource Management Section of IPRA. The Recre-
ation Resource Specialist provided an in-depth search of litera-
ture and Audio-Visual sources relating to subject and prepared a
preliminary draft of a proposed manual.
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Bed and Breakfast Industry
The RRS has spearheaded the Bed and Breakfast workshops,
which have been held in cooperation with the Indiana and Wisconsin
CES. The interest generated through the workshops resulted in the
establishment of the Illinois Bed and Breakfast Association in
August 1987. The RRS assisted with developing the constitution and
by-laws, and will continue to work with the new association during
this formative period.
In September 1987, Governor Thompson signed into law the
Illinois Bed and Breakfast Act, which was also a direct result of
the interest in B & B's generated by the workshops. The RRS ass-
isted in writing and reviewing the legislation, and appeared at
hearings on the bill. It passed without opposition.
The next phase in the development of this new industry will
involve technical assistance in workshops or other settings to
individual operators and to the Association.
A publication by Robert Buchanan, the Indiana CES, and the RRS
used materials developed for the workshops. This publication has
been approved as a North Central Regional publication, funded by
the USDA-ES; it will also be a Great Lakes Sea Grant Network pub-
lication. The publication, The Bed and Breakfast Business Plan
,
will be printed in late 1987.
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Vienna, IL, Community Park Project
Norma Turok, Region 9 CRD/Small Business Specialist, con-
tacted ORPR for assistance with the above project. The RRS met
with a committee to discuss the project and look over the site.
Development of the 10-acre site would enhance the community's
entrance, which is approached along the highway from 1-24; it
currently is used for dumping and is very unsightly. The commit-
tee agreed to provide funds to hire a student in Landscape Archi-
tecture to prepare final drawings from sketch plans prepared by
the RRS. The plans were submitted to the Illinois Department of
Conservation as a part of a grant request for acquisition and
development. The grant was approved and the property purchased.
A crew from the Correctional Institution at Vienna has started the
clean-up work.
Subsequently, another piece of adjacent land became available
so a preliminary plan was prepared for the 60 acre site, under the
same arrangements as above. No action has occurred on the acqui-
sition to date.
Goreville Community Beautif ication
This small community requested technical assistance from
Norma Turok in order to beautifying the entrances and downtown.
Discussions were held with the mayor, who agreed to pay for the
time of a Landscape Architecture student to prepare drawings from
the sketches by the RRS. The plans were prepared and presented;
it is anticipated that the project will begin in Spring 1988.
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5. Bourbonnais Township Park District
ORPR has worked with people in this township off and on over
a period of about five years, providing consultation and technical
assistance related to the formation of a park district. In April
1987, a referendum was passed and the park district was formed.
One of the first actions of the Board was to prepare a survey
of the district to determine the needs and demands of the citi-
zens; ORPR was to prepare the survey of the district. ORPR ass-
isted with review of the survey instrument and made arrangements
for a Leisure Studies graduate student to tabulate the survey
results on a computer, at the expense of the District.
The RRS made arrangements for the LEIST 341 class and the
LA 230 class, in Fall 1987, to do a joint planning project on a
parcel of land, which is to be given to the District.
C. Professional Organizations
1. National Recreation and Park Association
Member - Swimming Pool and Aquatics Conference
Planning Committee
Member - Aquatics Task Force
2. National Society for Park Resources
Member - Membership Committee
Member - Speakers Bureau
Member - Park Management Seminar Committee
3. Illinois Park and Recreation Association
Member - PNRMS Playground Safety Committee
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4. Council on Sea Grant Directors
Chair - Coastal Recreation Issues Committee
Chair - Nominations Committee
5. Great Lakes Regional Council - NRPA
Member - NSPR Representative
6. Advisory Appointments
Illinois Department of Agriculture
Advisory Committee on Aquaculture
National Trust for Historic Preservation
Advisory Board on Rural Conservation
D. University Committees
Member - Allerton Park Improvement Committee
Member - University YMCA, Board of Governors
Chair - Bailey Scholarship Committee, YMCA
Member - Natural Areas Committee
Official - Track Meets at University of Illinois
Member - Military Education Council
E. College Committees - Cooperative Extension Service
Member - State 4-H Camping Committee
Member - North Central Region, Historic and
Rural Preservation Interest Network
Member - Alternate Land Use Task Force
Member - North Central Region Workshop Committee on Small
City Development Through Downtown Revital ization
Member - Business and Community Development Committee
Department Committees
Member - Undergraduate Committee
Member - Graduate Committee
Member - Promotion and Tenure Committee
Member - Advisory Committee
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III. Teaching
A. Continuing Education
1. "Tourism Awareness,"
Washington County CES and Okawville
Chamber of Commerce, Okawville, IL.
9/24/86.
2. "Playground Safety Project,"
IPRA-IAPD Annual Conference,
Peoria, IL. 11/21/86.
3. Bed and Breakfast Workshop,
Co-sponsored by Indiana & Illinois Cooperative Extension Ser-
vices and Illinois-Indiana Sea Grant Program, Bedford, IN,
12/4/86. Day-long workshop for people interested in potentially
starting a Bed & Breakfast operation or those who have been in
it a short time.
4. "Legal Concerns in Park Maintenance,"
Great Lakes Park Training Institute,
Angola, IN. 2/23-24/87
5. "Tourism Awareness Community Assessment,"
Western Illinois Tourism Workshop,
CES & Western Illinois Tourism Council,
Galesburg, IL 3/18/87
6. "Rules & Regulations for B & B's and
Slide Presentation in B & B Examples",
Bed & Breakfast Workshop,
Illinois & Wisconsin CES, Wisconsin &
Illinois-Indiana Sea Grant Programs,
Mt. Carroll, IL. 3/20/87.
7. "Design of Beaches & Waterfronts",
National Aquatics Symposium,
NRPA and National Pool and Spa Institute,
Indianapolis, IN. 3/24 & 25/87.
8. "Historic Preservation in Small Community Downtowns,"
CES North Central Regional Downtown Revital ization
Conference, University of Wisconsin, Madison, WI.
4/24/87.
9. "Slide Presentation on B & B's and Rules and Regulations,"
Western Illinois Bed & Breakfast Workshop,
CES and Two Rivers RC&D Committee, Perry, IL.
4/22/87.
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A. CONTINUING EDUCATION (Con'd)
10. "Slide Presentation on B & B's and Rules and Regulations,"
Northern Illinois Bed & Breakfast Workshop,
Wisconsin, Indiana & Illinois CES,
Wisconsin and Illinois-Indiana Sea Grant Programs,
Gurnee, IL. 4/23/87.
11. "Tourism Awareness & Community Assessment,"
South Suburban Convention and Visitor Bureau Workshop,
Homewood and Harvey, IL. 6/22/87.
Media Participation
Twenty-two radio tapes entitled "Illini Consumers Report,"
were made with the Office of Agricultural Communications and
Extension Education. These tapes were aired throughout the state
on 60 radio stations, The subjects varied widely and included
information on special events, B & B's, water safety, winter
sports, tourism, aquaculture, and other subjects.
A TV short was also made on Bed & Breakfasts and aired over
10 TV stations in or near Illinois. A primary goal of the media
effort is to raise the image of recreation and tourism in Illinois
by acquainting viewers with the excellent outdoor recreation,
historic, and cultural opportunities available to them.
B. Conferences & Workshops Attended
1. National Recreation and Park Association National Congress,
Anaheim, CA, October 16-21, 1986.
2. IPRA/IAPD Annual Conference, Peoria, IL. November 20-22, 1986.
3. National Association of State Universities and Land Grant
Colleges, Marine Division; and Council of Sea Grant Directors,
Phoenix, AZ, November 7-11, 1986.
4. North Central Regional Meeting Recreation Specialists,
Madison, WI, January 15-16, 1987.
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B. Conferences & Workshops Attended (Con'd)
5. Illinois-Indiana Sea Grant Program Site Visit,
UIUC. January 22-24, 1987.
6. Extension Business and Community Development,
UIUC. February 2 & 3 and March 26 & 27, 1987.
7. Council of Sea Grant Directors,
Washington, DC. March 2 & 3, 1987.
8. Governors Conference on Tourism, Tourism Councils,
Springfield, IL. May 13-14, 1987.
9. National Sea Grant Week, Council of Sea Grant Directors
and Sea Grant Association Conference, Washington, DC. July
18-22, 1987.
Note: Other conferences noted under Continuing Education presentations.
C. On Campus Teaching
Leisure Studies 240 - Operations and Maintenance of Park &
Recreation Facilities. 3 Credits. 10 students. Fall 1986.
Guest Lectures
1. LEIST 340 - Outdoor Recreation Management, "County and State
Recreation Agencies in Illinois," April 1987.
2. LEIST 110 - Introduction to Recreation, "Sea Grant Related to
Recreation," February 1987.
3. LEIST 141 - Environmental Education & Camping, "Role of Environ-
mental Education in Illinois," October 1986.
E. Projects Supervised
1. Doctoral Committee
Member - Ellen Makowski , Department of Geography.
Degree awarded May 1987.
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2. Masters Committees
Chair - Glen Martin, Department of Leisure Studies.
Degree awarded May 1987.
Chair - Leo Massula, Department of Leisure Studies.
Degree awarded May 1987.
Chair - Steve Anderson, Department of Leisure Studies.
In process.
Chair - Bob McGrew, Department of Leisure Studies.
In process.
3. Independent Study
Ilyse Strongin, LEIST 250 Special Project. 3 Credits.
IV. Research
A. Books
None
B. Book Chapters
None
C. Refereed Journal Articles
McKinney, W.; Burger, C; Espeseth, R. and Durkin, G. (1986). "Long-
Range Park and Recreation Planning: A Case Study." Journal of
Park and Recreation Administration
,
4, 23-24.
A long-range plan should be a recurring necessity for any park and
recreation agency. This article describes the evaluation process and
procedures for long-range planning as applied to the Champaign Park
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C. Refereed Journal Articles (Con'd)
District, Champaign, Illinois, as a representative case study. The
article also illustrates problems encountered in the planning pro-
cess and their solutions. No attempt is made to downplay the impor-
tance of the theoretical aspects of planning; however, this investiga-
tion describes a specific plan against which others may be compared
and contrasted. Conclusions drawn in the report examine the impact of
the plan from both subjective and objective criteria, and suggestions
for future long-range planning projects are recommended.
Kistler, B. and Espeseth, R. (1986). "Waterskiing - Rapidly Growing
Aquatic Activity." National Aquatics Journal
,
2, 4-7.
Waterskiing is a rapidly growing sport. Park districts and munic-
ipal park and recreation agencies should look into the opportunities
offered by this aquatic activity.
Espeseth, R. D. and Burke, T. J. (1987). "Park Systems and Open Space
in the Urban Environment." Illinois Research
, 26, 11-16.
Parks and open space are important elements in the urban environ-
ment. They provide "environmental corridors" weaving through the
"urban fabric" and provide breathing spaces for city dwellers to use
and enjoy.
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E. Non-refereed Journal Articles
Espeseth, R. D. (1986). "Camp Area Beauty Treatment - A Case Study of
Two Campgrounds." Campground Management
,
17
,
12-17.
Two campgrounds, one in an urban setting and one in a rural set-
ting, were compared from the standpoints of esthetics, landscaping,
signage, potential for expanded use, and opportunity for expansion of
the campgrounds.
E. Non-refereed Journal Articles (Con'd)
McEwen, D. and Espeseth, R. (1987). "Competition for User Fees Moves
to the Country." Illinois Parks and Recreation
,
18
,
15-17.
The public and private sectors of outdoor recreation have viewed
the other as competition, often unfair competition. This view is
skewed because the two sectors have not communicated very well over
the years. All sectors of outdoor recreation should be playing com-
plimentary roles if the broad needs of our citizens are to be met.
F. Monographs
None
G. Technical Reports
Espeseth, Robert D. (1987). Parks, Forests, Conservation Areas and
Historic Sites: The Natural Resources of Illinois. (Special
Publ ication 6) . Urbana: University of Illinois, Illinois Natural
History Survey.
The term "Natural Resources" is often referred to as the forests,
waters, prairies, and similar areas. Many parks, conservation areas,
forest preserves, and historic sites contain unique natural resources.
This section of the publication addresses the importance of these type
areas in the broad context of natural resources.
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H. Review Activities
None
V. Grants and Contacts Awarded
A. Illinois-Indiana Sea Grant Program
Robert Espeseth is the Program Coordinator and Principle Investigator.
The Program is administered by the University of Illinois Coopera-
tive Extension Service through a joint agreement with the Indiana
Cooperative Extension Service, Purdue University. The fifth year of
the program was completed on April 30, 1987. Funding for the sixth
year is $268,000 from the National Sea Grant College Program, National
Oceanographic & Atmospheric Administration, U.S. Department of Com-
merce, and $230,800 in in-kind services provided by the cooperating
institutions.
The focus of this program continues to be the environs of Lake
Michigan and marine resource problems related thereto. Considerable
emphasis has also been directed toward aquaculture because of the
increasing interest in this area. The Coordinator is serving on the
Aquaculture Advisory Committee to the Illinois Department of Agricul-
ture. The Committee provided resources, input, and review of material
for the State Aquaculture Plan.
The Marine Extension component remains the largest single area in
the program, but four research projects were also approved this year.
Research funding is now almost half of the amount of the grant. One
graduate student has been funded in the Department under the program.
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B. Playground Safety Project
Phase I of this long-range project is to do a literature search
and gather materials on the subject, for which the Parks and Recre-
ation Section of IPRA provided a grant of $1,700. An outline of the
proposed Playground Inspection and Safety Training Manual was also
produced.
VI . Honors
None
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D. James Brademas, Ph.D.
COMMUNITY RECREATION SPECIALIST
I. INTRODUCTION
The Community Recreation Specialist has responsibility for public
service, continuing education, on-campus teaching, and applied research.
Consultation and technical assistance was provided to a number of agencies
and individuals on topics, including playground design, forming new park
districts, personnel administration, and economic development. The fol-
lowing is a brief report on the activities of the recreation specialist.
II. SERVICE
A. Applied Research and Demonstration Projects
The Current State of Fees and Charges in Leisure Service Agencies in
the Great Lakes Region
This study will investigate the current fees and charges policies, and
procedures in force, in public leisure service agencies in the
National Recreation and Park Association Great Lakes Region.
The Current State of Insurance Coverage for Liability in Leisure
Service Agencies in the Great Lakes Region.
This study will investigate the current situation regarding types of
liability coverage, costs of coverage, risk management programs, and
program curtailment in public leisure-service agencies in the Great
Lakes Region.
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B. Consultation and Technical Assistance
Formation of New Park Districts
The recreation specialist has met with the Coal City and Farmer
City citizen committees to advise them on the formation of new park
districts. Considerable correspondence has also been done with Coal
City, Farmer City, Mahomet, and the League of Women Voters in Collins-
ville on park district formation. Educational materials have been
prepared and disseminated to these groups. Except for Mahomet, the
communities are preparing educational campaigns prior to referenda in
1988.
McHenry County Conservation District
Assistance was given in the design of a questionnaire and the
conduct of a county-wide survey on trails. Goals and objectives and
sample questions were submitted by the staff of the district. These
items were reviewed and designed into a questionnaire, which was used
by the district for a telephone survey.
Shelby County Mental Health and Rehabilitation Center
Assistance is being provided to this agency in the development of
a 2-acre park adjacent to the center. The goal is to design a park
suitable for use by the clients of the mental health agency, the staff
of the agency, and the general public. Several meetings have been
held with the staff, clients, and neighborhood residents. A graduate
student in Landscape Architecture is responsible for the final design.
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Forest Preserve District of Champaign County
In June 1987, a training session using the Nominal Group Tech-
nique was held for 15 people who were to serve as facilitators for a
public forum in October. The recreation specialist prepared training
manuals and conducted the training program. The public forum is
designed to obtain citizen participation in the long-range planning
process. The recreation specialist will conduct the forum.
C. Professional Organizations
Member - International Committee of the American Academy for Park and
Recreation Administration
D. University Committees
Member - Campus Committee on Continuing Education and Public Service
E. College Committees
Unit Leader - United Way Campaign
F. Department Committees
Chair - Task Force on Leadership Development - Cooperative Extension
Service (CES)
Co-Chair - Family Community Leadership Council (CES)
Chair - A. V. Sapora Research Award Committee
Chair - Search Committee
Member - Task Force - Family Community Leadership Program (CES)
Member - Economic Development Task Force (CES)
Member - Administrative Option Committee
Member - Promotion and Tenure Committee
Member - Advisory Committee
Member - Graduate Curriculum Revision Committee
Member - Undergraduate Curriculum Review
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CES ACTIVITIES
1. Task Force on Leadership Development
The Community Recreation Specialist chaired the Task Force on
Leadership Development. The charge to the Task Force was to develop
major problem-based initiatives for inclusion in the four-year Illi-
nois Plan of Work. This work was successfully completed. The Task
Force developed the following major problem based initiatives:
a) Improving Community Development Process Skills in Illinois.
b) Developing Organizational Leadership Skills and Knowledge for
Illinois Residents
c) Improving Leadership Skills in Illinois
d) Increasing Volunteer Involvement Among Illinois Residents
On-going responsibilities providing leadership to the process of
designing instructional or other activities intended to accomplish the
objectives of the program initiative, and to provide leadership to the
process of designing evaluation activities.
2. Illinois Family Community Leadership Program (FCL)
The Family Community Leadership Program is designed to increase
the leadership capabilities of those who are traditionally not repre-
sented in the public decision-making process. The Recreation Special-
ist served on the original task force, whose responsibility was to
select the Charter Council members for the FCL programs. The Recre-
ation Specialist was elected as Co-Chair of the new FCL Council.
Several meetings and workshops have been held to develop a set of
By-Laws and to plan for the first State FCL Training Institute.
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3. Town and Country Amateur Art Program
Due to budget constraints, the decision was made to discontinue
the 32-year tradition of Extension sponsorship of the amateur art
program. The recreation specialist has attempted to find new sponsor-
ship for the program. As of this date, the Illinois Park and Recre-
ation Association has agreed to assume sponsorship, pending details of
the operation. A special arts program task force has been created by
the Association to investigate all aspects of the program. The School
of Art and Design would assume responsibility at the University level
for the State Show. The recreation specialist continues in a limited
capacity as an adviser during the investigation period.
III. Teaching
A. Continuing Education
Leadership Development - Cooperative Extension Service Annual Confer-
ence, Urbana, IL, November 5, 1986. Conducted Workshop on Develop-
ing Major Program Statements for Four-Year Plan of Work.
Community Analysis for Tourism - Cooperative Extension Service,
Galesburg, IL, March 18, 1987. Presentation on procedures for
analyzing community needs, with specific references to analyzing
needs for tourism.
Nominal Group Technique - Forest Preserve District of Champaign
County, Urbana, IL, June 10, 1987. Conducted a training program
for facilitators in the use of the Nominal Group Technique for a
public forum.
Formation of a Park District - Coal City Citizens Committee - June 18,
1987. Presentation at a public meeting on how to form a park dis-
trict.
Family Community Leadership Program - Piatt County Homemakers Associa-
tion, August 8, 1987. Presentation on the new Family Community
Leadership Training Program for CES staff and volunteers.
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B. Conferences, Workshops Attended
Workshop on Small Business Management - North Central Regional Cooper-
ative Extension Service, Kansas City, MO, October 1-2, 1986.
National Conference - National Recreation & Park Association, Ana-
heim, CA, October 15-21, 1986.
Annual Conference - Illinois Park & Recreation Association, Peoria,
IL, November 11-15, 1986.
Tourism Awareness - Cooperative Extension Service, Galesburg, IL,
March 18, 1987.
Annual Conference - Association of Illinois Rural Recreation Enter-
prises, Nashville, IN, March 14-15, 1987.
Economic Development - Cooperative Extension Service, Allerton Park,
April 14-16, 1987.
Family Community Leadership Program - Cooperative Extension Service,
Urbana, IL, June 15-17, 1987.
Nominal Group Technique - Forest Preserve District of Champaign
County, Urbana, IL, June 10, 1987.
C. On-Campus Teaching
Leisure Studies 412 - Personnel Administration for the Delivery of
Leisure Services. 1 Unit, 11 Students, Spring 1987.
Guest Lectures
L.S. 210 - Theories and Methods of Supervision, "Job Analysis
Procedures," September 10, 1986.
L.S. 110 - Foundations for Delivery of Leisure Services, "Taxation in
Governmental Agencies," October 7, 1986.
L.S. 310 - Introduction to Administration, December 4, 1986, and
May 7, 1987.
Projects Supervised
1. Doctoral Committee
Member - Shirley Cleave - Physical Education.
Degree awarded
Member - Katheryn Heidrich - Leisure Studies
In-Process
2. Independent Study
Sheila Young - L.S. 250 - 3 Hours
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IV. RESEARCH
A. Refereed Journal Articles
Brademas, D. J. (1986). "Is there a better way? Using the assess-
ment center method for staff selection." Journal of Extension
,
Winter
,
9-11.
An explanation of the use of the Personnel Assessment Center in
hiring a camp/manager director for a 4-H camp in Illinois. Five can-
didates for the job were put through a one-day series of group and
individual exercises, interviews and tests, designed to simulate the
conditions of the job to determine if they had the skills and abili-
ties necessary to perform the job. The candidates were assessed by
trained observers, who wrote performance profiles on each candidate at
the conclusion of the center. The most outstanding candidate in the
center was subsequently hired.
Brademas, D. J. and Lowrey, G. A. "Personnel performance appraisal
practices in Illinois leisure services agencies" (1985). Journal
of Academy for Park and Recreation Administration . (Accepted for
publ ication) .
This study looked at performance appraisal practices in Illinois
public leisure-service agencies, including the current methods in use,
how these methods were developed, and the attitudes of chief executive
officers toward their agencies current appraisal systems. Question-
naires were completed by 162 respondents. Findings indicated the need
for more employee involvement in the design of appraisal systems; that
separate appraisal forms be developed for different appraisal func-
tions; and that additional training was necessary for supervising
staff.
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B. Technical Reports
Brademas, D. J. (1987). Public leisure service delivery systems in
Greece . Urbana-Champaign: Office of Recreation and Park Resources,
University of Illinois.
The purpose of this study was to investigate the public leisure
service delivery systems in Greece by identifying agencies delivering
programs, and by studying agency goals, administrative structures,
financing methods, program offerings, and target audiences. The pro-
vision of public leisure services in Greece is highly centralized at
the national government level, primarily through various ministries.
Financing of virtually all programs comes from the national treasury.
Many of the current programs are new and the need for qualified per-
sonnel is enormous. There are no university education programs as we
know them in the United States, for educating park and recreation
personnel
.
C. JOURNAL ARTICLES
Brademas, D. J. and Lowrey, G. A. "What the person hiring looks for
in a resume." Illinois Parks and Recreation . (Accepted for publi-
cation) .
The resume has become extremely important in the selection process.
Students, as well as job holders, are sometimes not certain about the
content and design of an effective resume. This article presents the
results of the opinions toward resumes of 159 hiring agents in Illi-
nois park districts, county agencies, YMCAs, and municipal park and
recreation departments. The survey results offer guidance on a number
of factors in the preparation of resumes including title, color and
quality of paper, personal information, professional objectives, edu-
cation, work experience, activities and honors, and design.
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D. Research Papers Presented
Brademas, D. J. (September 1987). What the person hiring looks for
in a resume. National Recreation and Park Association, New
Orleans.
This presentation resulted from a study of the opinions toward
resumes of 159 hiring agents in Illinois park districts, county
agencies, YMCAs and municipal park and recreation departments. The
presentation offered guidance on a number of factors to students and
professionals, including title, quality and color of paper, personal
information, professional objectives, education, work experience,
activities and honors, and design.
E. Grants
Brademas, D. J. (August 1987-December 1987). Park design study for a
mental health and rehabilitation center, Shelby County Mental
Health and Rehabilitation Center.
This $2,500 grant is for the design of a new two-acre park on a
site adjacent to the Shelby County Mental Health and Rehabilitation
Center in Shelbyville, Illinois. The design must include a residen-
tial facility and the park must serve the needs of 60 clients with a
combination of disabilities, both physical and mental. The park must
also serve the needs of the Center staff and children, and adults who
live in the community. The design is being developed by a graduate
student in Landscape Architecture.
Brademas, D. J. (November 1987 - ). The current state of fees and
charges in leisure service agencies in the National Recreation and
Park Association Great Lakes Region.
This $500 grant will assist in a study of the current state of fees
and charges policies and procedures in public leisure service agencies
in eight states in the Great Lakes Region.
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E. Grants (Continued)
Brademas, D. J. (March 1987 - April 1987). McHenry County Conserva-
tion District Telephone Trails Survey.
This $500 grant was for assisting the McHenry County Conservation
District in developing a survey instrument for a countywide study of
attitudes toward trail development.
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Carol A. Peterson, Ed.D.
THERAPEUTIC RECREATION SPECIALIST
I. General Introduction
The Therapeutic Recreation Specialist is on a nine-month
appointment with the primary assignment of on-campus teaching.
She participates in and oversees the therapeutic recreation pro-
jects and tasks, which are carried out by graduate assistants
work, and other faculty members and graduate students. The pri-
mary Extension goals of professional development, technical assis-
tance, consultation, materials development and dissemination, and
improvement of the therapeutic recreation-service delivery system
remain the center of this combined, innovative approach.
II
.
Service
A. Applied Research and Demonstration Projects
Development and Validation of the Leisure Barriers Assessment .
This is a major, multi-year applied research project funded by
ORPR and conducted by Dr. Carol Ann Peterson, Dr. Janiece
Sneegas, Dr. Julie Dunn, Dr. Nancy Navar, and Cynny Carruth-
ers. During this first year, the conceptual work has been
completed and the first phase of data collection is in prog-
ress. The end result of this total project will be a vali-
dated assessment tool to be used with psychiatric and sub-
stance abuse clients in clinical treatment settings. A manual
and necessary instruments will be published by ORPR.
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B. Consultation and Technical Assistance .
Twenty-four requests for technical assistance or consultations
were completed during the year. The topics included Therapeu-
tic Recreation curriculum development, quality assurance,
assessments, wheelchair sports, juvenile delinquency, leisure
education, private business in TR, and playgrounds for the
disabled.
C. Professional Organizations
1. Offices
Commissioner, Commission for Goals for American Recreation
American Association for Leisure and Recreation
This commission was charged with the national study of recre-
ation in American Life Today and culminated with the publica-
tion of a new set of goals and articles to explain and justify
the goals.
2. Committees
NRPA/AALR Council Accreditation - Site Visitation team member
ITRS - Research Committee
D. University Committees
Chair - Committee of Participating Units
Undergraduate Minor in Gerontology
Council Member,
Campus Council on Undergraduate Education
E. Col lege Committees
Executive Committee
Promotion and Tenure Committee
Alleged Capricious Grading Committee
College By-laws Committee
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F. Department Committees
Therapeutic Recreation Search Committee - Chair
Promotion and Tenure Committee
Undergraduate Committee - Chair
Undergraduate Curriculum Revision - Chair
Graduate Committee
Graduate Curriculum Revision
A. V. Sapora Research Award
Advisory Committee
III. Teaching
A. Continuing Education
"The Leisure Wellness Connection"
NRPA Congress, Anaheim, CA. October 19, 1986.
"Therapeutic Recreation: A Medical Career Option"
Urbana High School Presentation, Urbana, IL,
November 17, 1986.
"Therapeutic Recreation: Future Perspectives"
"Competencies for the Graduate Level Leisure Service Delivery Per-
son", Southern Illinois University, Carbondale, IL, November 5.
1986.
"Trends and Challenges in the Therapeutic Recreation Field"
IPRA Conference. Peoria, IL, November 20, 1986.
"Planning for Leisure"
Paxton Community Mental Health Center Presentation
Paxton, IL, February 17, 1987.
"Into Aging Leisurely"
Illinois State University Presentation, Normal, IL.
February 24, 1987.
"Therapeutic Recreation Today"
Kansas Recreation and Parks Association Conference,
Manhattan, KS, February 26, 1987. (Workshop)
"Bright Ideas for Dark Days" "Indoor Recreation & Play Activities"
Tolono Primary School, Presentation, Tolono, IL, March 4, 1987.
"Facilitating Leisure Lifestyles: The Challenge and the Promise"
"Comprehensive Therapeutic Recreation Program Planning"
Symposium on Activity Therapy, Columbus, GA, March 8 and 9, 1987.
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A. Continuing Education (Con'd)
"Into Aging Leisurely"
"Networking: A Source of Professional Support"
"Wellness and Therapeutic Recreation"
Midwest Therapeutic Recreation Symposium, St. Louis, MO,
April 6, 1987.
"Wellness and Leisure"
Aging and Wellness Conference, Veterans Administration. Danville,
IL, May 8, 1987.
"Working with the Institutionalized Elderly"
DuPage County Cooperative Extension, Workshop, DuPage County,
April 9, 1987.
B. Conferences and Workshops Attended
NRPA Congress, Conference, Anaheim, CA,
October 14-20, 1986.
CES Workshop, Stress & Wellness, Normal, IL,
October 30 & 31, 1986.
ITRS/IPRA State Conference, Peoria, IL,
November 20-22. 1986
New England Therapeutic Recreation Symposium,
TR Symposium, Ashland, MA, November 7-8, 1986.
Kansas Recreation & Park Association, State Convention,
Manhattan, KS, February 26-27, 1987
Symposium for Activity Therapy, Conference,
Columbus, GA, March 7-9, 1987.
American Therapeutic Recreation Association. Conference.
Chicago. IL, March 21-23, 1987.
Midwest TR Symposium, Conference, St. Louis. MO,
April 5-7, 1987.
C. On-Campus Teaching
Fall
,
1986
LEIST 494 - Advanced Clinical Therapeutic Recreation. 1 unit. 3
students.
LEIST 239 - Senior Seminar - team taught (1 credit) - 16 students.
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C. On-Campus Teaching (Con'd)
Spring, 1987
LEIST 332 - Program Planning and Evaluation in Therapeutic
Recreation. 3 credits, 1 unit. 17 students.
LEIST 199 - Computer Applications in Leisure Studies. 1 credit.
1st 8 weeks - 7 students.
2nd 8 weeks - 6 students.
D. Guest Lectures
Special Education 490 - Seminar on Transitional Programming for Handi-
capped Youth Interdisciplinary Leadership
Preparation Program. "Disabled Individuals
and Leisure Behavior," February 18, 1987.
LEIST 332 - Leisure Education and Facilitation Techniques.
"Reality Therapy," April 20 and 23, 1987.
E. Projects Supervised
1. Ph.D.
Brasile, Frank - committee member, Leisure Studies, in progress
Busser, Jim - committee member. Leisure Studies, May 1987
Malik, Pat - Chair, Leisure Studies, May 1988
Ross, Jo-Ellen - committee member, Leisure Studies, in progress
Savell, Keith - committee member, Leisure Studies, May 1987
2. M.S. Thesis or Professional Papers
Broadrick, Toby - Director - Professional Paper, Leisure Studies,
in progress
Golub, Marty - Director - Professional Paper, Leisure Studies,
in progress
Klitzing, Sandy - Director - Thesis, Leisure Studies, in progress
Murphy, Kathy - Director - Professional Paper, Leisure Studies,
in progress
Provenza, Debbie - Director - Professional Paper, Leisure Studies,
in progress
Schneider, Cindy - Director - Professional Paper, Leisure Studies,
in progress
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3. Independent Study
Abrams, Terri - Research in Gerontology - 2 credits
Good, Mike - Computer Program Project in Assessment
2 credits
Provenza, Debbie - Guided Readings in Alcoholism - 1 unit
Savell, Keith - Curriculum Development - 1 unit
IV. Research
A. Books
Ashton-Schaeffer, C. and Peterson, C. A. (Eds.)- 1987. Research into
Action
,
Vol . 6 . Champaign, IL: Office of Recreation and Park
Resources . (In Progress).
This volume is the continuation of this series of publications, which
attempts to bridge the gap between research and application in the
field. This volume contains eight articles. Each article includes
the review of an actual piece of research and then goes on to draw
programmatic implications for therapeutic recreation service. Each
article is authored by a therapeutic recreation specialist or educa-
tor. There is an open call for papers. Prospective authors select
the piece of research they wish to review. A blind review of the
manuscripts is completed by four therapeutic recreation specialist.
B. Book Chapters - none.
C. Refereed Journal Articles - none.
D. Research Papers Presented - none.
E. Non-refereed Journal Articles
Peterson, C. A. (1987 October). "Health and fitness." Leisure Today -
Journal of Physical Education, Recreation and Dance , pp. 46-47.
This article is one of six appearing in the October '87 Leisure
Today . This special issue of Leisure Today presented the work of the
AALR Commission on Goals for American Recreation. This commission was
asked to study and analyze the contemporary scene in order to produce
a set of goals to replace the very popular and widespread document of
goals, which was established and published in 1964.
F. Non-Refereed Papers - none.
G. Bulletins or Technical Reports - none.
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H. Review Activities
Associate Editor, Therapeutic Recreation Journal .
V. Grants Awarded
Peterson, C. A. and Kleiber, D. A. (1987-90). The special recreation
association as a vehicle for social integration of disabled young adults.
Office of Special Education and Rehabilitation Services, $83,367 first-
Year Funding. Project started September 1, 1987.
VI. Honors
Local - None.
B. State - None,
C. National - Academy of Leisure Sciences, Inducted October 1986.
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PUBLICATIONS BY ORPR STAFF
Peer Review Pol icy
The Office of Recreation and Park Resources has continued the
policy of peer review of selected reports produced by members of the
staff. To ensure that ORPR reports convey the most accurate and useful
information, it is our policy that selected reports be evaluated by
outside reviewers before being released. The reviewers' suggestions and
critiques are considered carefully in preparing final reports for publi-
cation.
Report Evaluation Form
In addition the above review, each ORPR report sent out carries an
evaluation form (see Appendix A). The evaluation forms generally are
uniform in nature for all reports; however, selected reports may have an
evaluation form particular to the individual report (see Appendix B).
The response to the evaluation forms has been positive.
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Evaluation of Office of Recreation
and Park Resources Publication
HIRING PRACTICES FOR PART-TIME AND SEASONAL
Publication Title: LEISURE SERVICES PERSONNEL
In an effort to assess the impact of our written materials, we ask you
to take a few minutes and fill out this evaluation questionnaire after
you have read the publication.
1. The publication was useful to me.
Very Useful 5 4 3 2 1 Not Useful At All
(circle one)
2. I felt the publication was directed to me.
Exactly 5 4 3 2 1 Not At All
3. Compared to others of its type, this publication was credible.
Not Credible
Very Credible 5 4 3 2 1 At All
A. I will consider changes in my program or agency as a result of this
publication.
Definitely 5 4 3 2 1 Absolutely Not
If change is considered, please explain briefly.
5. Please identify your agency or program.
6. Suggestions for other types of publications.
Please complete this questionnaire and return it in the enclosed,
pre-addressed, pre-paid envelope.
Thank you very much for your help.

EVALUATION SURVEY APPENDIX B
THERAPEUTIC RECREATION: GUIDELINES FOR ACTIVITY SERVICES IN LONC TERM CARE
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As the person completing this survey, please provide the following Information: (All Information will be
confidential)
.
Name:
Position:
Agency Address
City State Zip
1. Place an X next to the Item below which best describes your agency or facility.
_
Long term care facility or nursing home _ Rehabll ttatlon agency/center
General hospital Other clinical or treatment oriented agency
Mental health facility
_
Educational agency
_
Developmental disabilities agency
_
Non-cl1n1cal agency
2. Place an X next to the response which best describes the number of clients 1n your agency. I.e.,
average dally census.
Less than 50 301 to 500
51 to 100 Other (specify)
101 to 300
Please list the titles (not staff names) of all therapeutic recreation staff In your agen
the appropriate response for certification, membership and educational status.
Position Title
Certified by
NCTRC?*
CTRS CTRA No
2
Member of
American
TR Assoc?
Member of
National
TR Society
Yes
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
No
1
Yes
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
No
Education:
Bachelors degree?
TR Other No
(If there are more than 10 TR staff, please attach an additional
Then circle
asters degree?
Other No
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
heet with this information on all staff.
(•NCTRC" National Council for Therapeutic Recreation Certification
CTR5« Certified Therapeutic Recreation Specialist
CTRA» Certified Therapeutic Recreation Assistant
If staff members belong to any professional organizations that were not mentioned above, please Identify those
organizations below.
4. Overall, how helpful was this publication in understanding Very Somewhat Not
quality assurance concerns? Helpful Helpful Helpful Helpful
Please explain:
5. How valuable were the following parts/chapters
of this publication to you?
Chapter 1
Chapter ?
Chaoter 3
Chapter 4
Chanter 5
Chapter 6
'iery Somewhat Not
Valuable Valuable Valuable Valuable
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How valuable were the following parts/ Very Somewhat Not
chapters of this publication to you? Valuable Valuable Valuable Valuable
Chapter 7
Chapter 8
Appendices
What additional topics/Information would you like Included In future publications concerning
therapeutic recreation services, quality assurance programs and quality and appropriateness
review activities?
7. How did you use the Information presented in this publication 1n your agency?
Very
Much Much Some None
8. How much did this publication contribute to your further Very
understanding of therapeutic recreation philosphy and Much Much Some None
procedures?
How much information in this publication was new to you? Very
Please explain. Much Much Some None
10. How much of this publication did you read? All More Less None
Than Than
Half Half
11. Are your services categorized currently as treatment,
leisure education, and recreation participation? Yes No
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